Development of an accurate model to predict the phenology of Atlantic salmon smolt spring migration
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Abstract

1. Changes in migration timing, resulting from the alteration in river continuity or the effect of climate change, can have major consequences on the population dynamics of diadromous fish. Forecasting the phenology of fish migration is thus critically important to implement management actions aimed at protecting fish during their migration.

2. In this study, an 11-year monitoring survey of Atlantic salmon smolts (Salmo salar) from the Ourthe River, Belgium, was analysed within a European Special Area of Conservation to improve the understanding of environment-induced spring migration. A logistic model was fitted to forecast smolt migration and to calculate phenological indicators for management, i.e. the onset, end, and duration of migration, while accounting for the influence of photoperiod, water temperature, and hydrological conditions.

3. The results indicated that the photo-thermal units accumulated by smolts above a 7°C temperature threshold was a relevant proxy to reflect the synergistic effect between temperature and photoperiod on smolt migration. After integrating the effect of river flow pulses, the model accurately explained the inter-annual changes in migration timing (R² = 0.95). The model predictions provide decisive management information to identify sensitive periods during which mitigation measures (e.g. hydropower turbine shutdown, river discharge management) should be conducted to promote smolt survival.

4. The model was used to predict phenological characteristics under future scenarios of climate change. The results suggest a joint effect of hydrological alterations and water warming. Temperature increases of 1–4°C were associated with earlier initiation of migration, 6–51 days earlier, and spring flood events greatly influenced the duration of the migration period. Accordingly, the combined effects of human-induced modifications of the hydrological regimes and increasing temperatures could result in a mismatch between the smolt and favourable survival conditions in the marine environment.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

For many organisms, the timing of key life-history transitions is controlled by external cues that coincide with favourable environmental windows for promoting individual fitness (McNamara, Barta, Klaassen, & Bauer, 2011). Such mechanisms are involved in fish migration, allowing fish populations to take advantage of the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of aquatic habitats for foraging, resting, or spawning (Dingle & Drake, 2007; Gross, Coleman, & McDowall, 1988). The initiation of fish migration is usually triggered by endogenous and exogenous signals that coincide with optimal conditions for successful migration and biological functions in the new environment (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2009; McCormick, Hansen, Quinn, & Saunders, 1998). For example, the migration of silver eels toward reproductive areas is synchronized by environmental factors (i.e., temperature, hydrology, or light intensity) that provide favourable conditions to avoid predators (Sandlund et al., 2017). Disturbances in river continuity and/or the effects of climate change, however, can influence the timing of migration and have major consequences on population dynamics and species interactions (Kuczynski, Chevalier, Laffaille, Legrand, & Grenouillet, 2017; Miller-Rushing, Høye, Inouye, & Saunders, 2017). Thus, to restore wild salmon populations, it is crucial to develop management strategies to promote the survival of migrating smolts.

The Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) is a diadromous species that migrates between nursery habitats in rivers and feeding areas in marine water or lakes (Bardonnet & Baglinière, 2000). These complex life-history transitions, associated with drastic changes in habitat conditions, make salmon populations vulnerable to human-induced disturbances (McCormick et al., 2009). Among other threats, climate change and the loss of river network connectivity have been reported as major drivers in the global decline of salmon populations (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2009; Otero et al., 2014; Thorstad, Økland, Aarestrup, & Hegbergert, 2008). During the migration to the marine feeding areas, the smolt and post-smolt stages are particularly vulnerable, as changes in the migration timing can result in a mismatch with favourable survival conditions when the juveniles reach the sea (Thorstad et al., 2012). Aside from climate warming, the presence of physical obstacles in the river, such as dams or weirs, can also contribute to increased migration time to the coastal areas (Marschall, Mather, Parrish, Allison, & McMenemy, 2011). Moreover, migrating smolts may pass through the turbines of hydropower plants, resulting in direct or delayed mortality (Bickford & Skalski, 2000; Thorstad et al., 2017). Thus, to restore wild salmon populations, it is crucial to develop management strategies to promote the survival of migrating smolts. To facilitate smolt movement, several measures have been implemented in hydropower plants (Larinier, 2008), e.g. passage solutions with physical or behavioural barriers to divert or guide the fish to bypasses (Gosset, Travade, Durif, Rives, & Elie, 2005; Larinier & Travade, 2002). Effective downstream passage solutions can be complex, however, depending on the size and configuration of the site (Larinier & Travade, 2002). At some locations, active solutions may consist of the trap and transport of fish past the turbine or turbine shutdowns during migration peaks (Stich, Bailey, Holbrook, Kinnison, & Zydlewski, 2015; Thorstad et al., 2012). These measures require precise migration forecasts (based on calendar dates or using environmental records) to limit the impact on hydropower generation. Thus, predictive models to forecast the phenology of smolt migration are valuable management tools to assess phenological shifts in response to environmental changes.

The migration of juvenile Atlantic salmon typically occurs during the spring and early summer (Otero et al., 2014), but downstream movement during other months is possible (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014). Indeed, spring migrations have been reported in some locations—these are considered pre-smolt migrations because the fish are not yet physiologically adapted to saline water (Ibbotson et al., 2013; Riley et al., 2008; Taal et al., 2014)–but autumn migrants may also contribute to the reproducing population as some adults have been detected returning from marine waters (Riley, Ibbotson, & Beaumont, 2009). During the spring smolt migration, fish undergo substantial behavioural, morphological, and physiological changes to cope with the marine conditions (McCormick et al., 1998). The smolts progressively aggregate in schools and exhibit a negative rheotactic behaviour before beginning their downstream migration (Martin et al., 2012). In the early season, the smolts are generally nocturnal but in the late season, with increased migration activity, light responsivity changes, and they tend to be balanced between day and night (Tétard et al., 2019). The parr–smolt transformation, smoltification, is partly regulated by photoperiod and temperature (Zydlewski, Stich, & McCormick, 2014). Experimental studies reported that successful smoltification requires short day length, followed by a phase of photoperiodic rise (Ebbesson, Ebbesson, Nilsen, Stefansson, & Holmqvist, 2007; Stefansson et al., 2007; Strand, Hazlerigg, & Jørgensen, 2018). Inter-annual variations in water temperature are partly responsible for variability in the onset and end of smolt migration between years (Dolotov, 2006; Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014; Otero et al., 2014). Some authors identified 8°C or 10°C as the determinant water temperature thresholds for migration initiation (Haraldstad, Kroglund, Kristensen, Jonsson, & Haugen, 2017; Hvidsten, Hegbergert, & Jensen, 1998; Otero et al., 2014), whereas others found that the accumulated daily thermal units (e.g. degree-days) provide more accurate predictions (Jonsson & Ruud-Hansen, 1985; Zydlewski, Haro, & McCormick, 2005). No consensus has yet emerged to determine which component (temperature threshold vs. thermal time) is most relevant to migration phenology. Stich, Kinnison, Kocik, Zydlewski, and Krošek (2015) suggested that both components may be involved, which is consistent with the degree-day concept measured as the time integral of daily temperature recorded above a given temperature threshold (Bonhomme, 2000; Neuheimer & Taggart, 2007). Although photoperiod and water temperature appear to be the primary triggers of smolt migration, spring floods can also play a decisive role (Aldvén, Degerman, & Höjesjö, 2015; Hvidsten, Jensen, Vivás, Bakke, & Hegbergert, 1995). In Icelandic rivers, smolts from different areas vary in their response to flow changes, suggesting that the sensitivity to environmental cues may vary across geographical areas (Antonsson & Guðjonsson, 2002). Monitoring surveys also commonly report substantial inter-annual fluctuations in migration timing under field conditions (Aldvén et al., 2015; Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014). Therefore, modelling the combined effects of multiple environmental factors...
is essential for the accurate phenology forecast of smolt migration in river ecosystems.

Historically, Atlantic salmon were widely distributed in tributaries of the Meuse River, but since the 1930s they have declined throughout the hydrographic region (Philippart et al., 1994). In 1987, an ambitious conservation project (Meuse Saumon 2000) was initiated to restore salmon and sea trout (Salmo trutta) populations in the Meuse basin. This project was notably motivated by the framework of the European Habitats Directive (Council of the European Communities, 1992), which enjoins the Member States to ensure the restoration or maintenance of natural habitats and species listed in Annex I and II, respectively. Annex II provides a list of species (about 900), including Salmo salar, for which Special Areas of Conservation should be designated to manage and restore favourable conditions to ensure the long-term survival of species and their habitats. The presence of Atlantic salmon and other listed threatened species (e.g. sculpin Cottus gobio, brook lamprey Lampetra planeri) in the lower Meuse River and its tributaries has encouraged the Walloon authorities to propose several areas to be included in the Natura 2000 network. In such context, several steps have been taken to improve the water quality and river connectivity along the Meuse river basin (e.g. fishway, bypass), and restocking actions are conducted every year in the main tributaries, using eggs and juvenile salmon from Scottish, Irish, and French strains. The Ourthe River is a major tributary of the Belgian Meuse and is currently the focus of restocking operations owing to its high water quality and the availability of suitable salmonid habitats (Ovidio et al., 2017). Since 2007, 100,000–500,000 Atlantic salmon juveniles have been released annually within the Ourthe River basin. The first positive outcome of the restoration project was obtained when an adult salmon in reproductive migration was caught in the lower Belgian Meuse. Although the number of spawners increases each year (Ovidio et al., 2019), the salmon population in the lower Belgian Meuse currently remains supported by the stocking management strategy (Ovidio et al., 2017); the project’s success is hampered by the low smolt escapement during their passage through the canalized Meuse. River fragmentation by dams alters the flow velocity regime and causes shifts in water temperature, which disorients the migrating smolts and reduces their survival. In addition, the presence of hydroelectric power plants results in direct mortality when the fish cross through the hydropower turbines. Several fishways were built to allow adult salmon migration in upper areas of the river, but the smolts remain susceptible to turbine-induced injuries during their downstream migration. Thus, measures aiming to increase the survival of smolts are essential to improve the outcome of the restoration programme in the Meuse River Basin.

The objective of this study was to improve the understanding of the relationship between environmental factors and smolt spring migration by investigating an 11-year survey of Atlantic salmon at a hydroelectric power plant in the Ourthe River, Belgium.

2 STUDY AREA

Atlantic salmon smolts were collected at the Méry hydropower plant (50°33′04.9″N 5°35′07.3″E), in the lower Ourthe River (mean annual discharge: 44 m³ s⁻¹) and 12.7 km upstream of the confluence with the Meuse River (Figure 1). The upstream part of the Ourthe basin includes 3,273 km of river length and 32.8% are included in the Natura 2000 network. The hydropower site consists of an intake weir (length: 100 m, maximum height: 1.8 m) that diverts water towards two turbines (Kaplan turbine, diameter: 1.8 m, speed: 250 revolutions min⁻¹). The maximum diverted water flow is 10 m³ s⁻¹. The minimum ecological flow is maintained at 3–5 m³ s⁻¹ and continuously spills over the dam. A slightly inclined trash rack (length: 10 m, height: 3 m, 67° angle) with 5-cm spaced bars is positioned before the water intake and helps to guide the migrating fish toward a bypass (mean flow in the bypass: 0.25 m³ s⁻¹). A mercury power lamp was installed at the bypass entrance to improve its attractiveness to smolts. Fish using the bypass are collected in a trap (length: 1 m, width: 0.8 m, height: 0.8 m) for scientific monitoring. Preliminary telemetry surveys conducted at the Méry site estimated that, depending on hydrological conditions, 45–64% of the migrating smolts used the bypass (Renardy et al., 2020). The trap efficiency is expected to decrease at higher river flow, and trap monitoring cannot be conducted when the river flow exceeds 100 m³ s⁻¹. In 2018, a third hydropower turbine (Archimedes screw, with a rotational speed of 22.8 revolutions min⁻¹, maximum flow: 7 m³ s⁻¹) was installed on the right bank of the river (Figure 1). The attractiveness of this

FIGURE 1 Geographical location of the study site on the downstream Ourthe River, a tributary of the Meuse River in Wallonia, Belgium. Atlantic salmon smolts were caught using a fish trap located in a bypass of the Méry hydropower plant.
pathway was estimated to be low (from 1 to 12% of migrating smolts) owing to the hydraulic configuration (Renardy et al., 2020). Therefore, the repartition of smolts between the migration pathways was presumed to be comparable with those observed before installation of the third turbine installation.

Water temperature (°C) and river discharge (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) were continuously monitored during the study period. Hourly water temperature was recorded using data loggers (Onset TidBit) located at Méry site, and hourly flow data (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) were provided by the Wallonia Public Service of Hydrological Studies (SETHY, Walloon Region).

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Monitoring phenology of smolt migration

Atlantic salmon smolts were monitored in the fish trap during the spring migration, i.e. generally from mid-March to June of 2007–2018. However, for the 2008 season, sampling occurred later (22 April), so numerous smolts may have already migrated downstream. Consequently, smolts caught in 2008 were excluded from the analyses. The number of smolts in the trap was recorded approximately every 2 days (mean ± SD, 2.3 ± 1.4 days), depending on the hydrological conditions and the number of smolts previously caught. Accordingly, the time between counts was extended when the fish catch numbers were low. These fluctuations in sampling efforts prevent accurate daily estimates, but the data can be used as cumulative proportions to investigate the phenology of smolt migration. Indeed, the cumulative proportion analysis considers the total number of individuals that have already migrated on each sampling date but does not require daily estimates of smolts abundance during the whole migration season.

The river flow (mean ± SD) was 31.9 ± 21.3 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ during the study period. The fish trap efficiency varied with the hydrological conditions owing to its location on the side of a power channel where the maximum discharge is fixed at 10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$. The catch rate is thus expected to decrease when river discharge increases because of the higher proportion of fish passing over the submerged dam. This effect was accounted for by correcting the number of smolts by assuming that the catch rate was linearly related to the river flow. In the absence of specific study site details, this assumption is based on telemetry experiments of Atlantic salmon smolts in other rivers (Thorstad et al., 2017). The corrected number of smolts ($N_{cor}$) was calculated as: $N_{cor} = N_{trap} * Q_{river}/Q_{channel}$, where $N_{trap}$ is the number of smolts collected in the trap, $Q_{river}$ is the mean river discharge during the monitoring interval, and $Q_{channel}$ is the channel discharge, reaching a maximum value of 10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$.

The cumulative proportion of smolts was calculated over the sampling years to model the timing of migration and the phenological indicators. The onset of migration was defined as the day when 10% of smolts have migrated, and the end of migration was defined as the day when 90% of the smolts have been caught in the trap. Subsequently, the duration of the migration season was calculated as the time interval between the onset and end of migration, during which 80% of the spring smolts migrated.

3.2 | Phenological model of smolt migration

The smolt migration phenology was assumed to be shaped primarily by the environmental conditions experienced by fish over time, rather than by the instantaneous conditions or calendar time units. This approach is analogous to the developmental threshold model, which assumes that the developmental transitions in plants or animals can be predicted once a given level of developmental units has accumulated (Donohue, Burghardt, Runcie, Bradford, & Schmitt, 2015). Here, the accumulated thermal time (degree-days to migrate) and photothermal time were used as the developmental units, to account for the critical role of water temperature and photoperiod in regulating smolt migration (McCormick et al., 1998; Zydlewski et al., 2005, 2014).

3.2.1 | Degree-day

For each date, the degree-day (DD, °C day) was estimated as: $DD = \sum DT*T$, where $DT$ is the daily thermal time, using the winter solstice as the starting date of the cumulative function. This starting point was selected for consistency with experimental results showing that exposure to an increase in photoperiod is required to induce the parr–smolt transformation (Stefansson et al., 2007; Strand et al., 2018). According to the classic formula (Chezlik, Lester, Venturelli, & Tierney, 2014), the daily thermal time was calculated as: $DTT = T_{avg} - T_{thr}, if T_{avg} > T_{thr}$, where $T_{avg}$ is the daily average temperature estimated as $T_{avg} = (T_{max} + T_{min})/2$. $T_{min}$ is the minimum temperature, $T_{max}$ is the maximum temperature, and $T_{thr}$ is a temperature threshold – the temperature below which smolt migration is expected to be effectively zero. When $T_{avg} > T_{thr}$ the daily thermal time is set to zero. No prior assumption was formulated for $T_{thr}$, so the degree-days were calculated at five different temperature thresholds: $T_{thr} = 5.6,7.8,9 °C$, to determine which best explains the variability in smolt migration. This thermal range was based on previous studies examining the temperature thresholds that initiate smolt spring migration (Haraldstad et al., 2017; Otero et al., 2014; Whalen, Parrish, & McCormick, 1999).

3.2.2 | Photo-thermal unit

The photo-thermal units (PTU, °C day hour) accumulated between the winter solstice and the sampling date were calculated as $PTU = \sum (DD * D_{light})$, where $D_{light}$ is the day length (in hours). This metric is commonly used in plant ecology (McMaster et al., 2008) because it integrates the role of photoperiod within the predictions of phenology by multiplying the thermal time by day length. Therefore, the photo-thermal approach assumes an interactive effect between
temperature and photoperiod, which has been demonstrated in the timing of smolt development (McCormick, Shrimpton, Moriyama, & Björnsson, 2002; Zydlewski et al., 2014).

### 3.2.3 River discharge peak

A sharp increase in river discharge is expected to increase the daily proportion of migrating smolts (Aldvén et al., 2015; McCormick et al., 1998), which can also influence migration timing, i.e. onset, end, and duration. To account for this effect, a simple binary metric was generated to indicate whether smolts had experienced a discharge peak since the spring equinox. A value of 0 was assigned to the sampling dates before the first discharge peak and a value of 1 was assigned to the dates after the peak. The values were all 0 if no discharge peak was experienced during the year. Discharge peaks \( Q_{\text{peak}} \) were defined as the days when the river discharge was more than twice those recorded during the 5 previous days (selected empirically based on a visual exploration of data). Similarly, the spring equinox was used as the starting date because smolts did not appear responsive to a change in river flow before this photoperiod threshold, according to the results (see Results section).

### 3.2.4 Phenological model

Logistic models were adjusted to model the cumulative proportion of migrating smolts as a function of the environmental conditions experienced by fish: photoperiod \( PP \), degree-days (from \( DD_{5, C} \) to \( DD_{T, C} \)), photo-thermal units (from \( PTU_{5, C} \) to \( PTU_{T, C} \)), and discharge peaks \( Q_{\text{peak}} \). Except for the discharge peaks, all of these factors were highly inter-correlated (Pearson correlation coefficients, all \( r > 0.8 \)), so to avoid multicollinearity, they could not be included in the same model (Dormann et al., 2013). Thus, a model selection procedure was conducted to compare the performances of the 34 possible models lacking correlated variables. Explicitly, these models included one \( \{Q_{\text{peak}}, PP, DD_{5, C} \to DD_{T, C}, \text{or } PTU_{5, C} \to PTU_{T, C}\}\) or two predictors when the effect of discharge peaks was analysed in combination with the photoperiod \( PP \), degree-days (from \( DD_{5, C} \) to \( DD_{T, C} \)), or photo-thermal units (from \( PTU_{5, C} \) to \( PTU_{T, C} \)). Models with interaction terms were also tested when two predictors were included. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to determine the most parsimonious phenological model for smolt migration. The logistics models were fitted using the data collected between 2007 and 2017, and the 2018 migration season was used to assess the model’s predictive performance. Parametric bootstrapping was conducted with 1,000 replicates to generate 95% confidence intervals of the selected model parameters, including model coefficients and performance criteria (pseudo-R\(^2\)). The estimated coefficients were assumed significant when the 95% confidence intervals did not overlap zero. The model coefficients derived from the bootstrap simulations were then used to estimate uncertainty in the predictions of the phenological indicators.

### 3.2.5 Warming scenarios

The most parsimonious model for smolt migration was used to explore potential phenological variation under scenarios of increased water temperature. By 2030, global climate projections predict an air temperature increase of up to 2.5°C across Europe. By 2060, the most pessimistic scenarios suggest that temperatures may increase by 4.3°C, but with significant differences between the regions (Mack et al., 2019). Thus, the phenological indicators (the onset, end, and duration of migration) were calculated for climatic scenarios where the water temperature increases by +1°, +2°, +3°, and +4° compared with the mean temperatures during the study period (2007–2018). No seasonal variation in water warming was assumed, so the temperature increase was applied uniformly throughout the year. To assess the combined influence of river temperature and hydrology, the phenological indicators of warming were estimated without river discharge peaks during the migration period or with a flow pulse in the early season (1 April). Indeed, the peaks in river discharge can act in combination with temperature to synchronize the initiation of fish migration; therefore, the projections with and without discharge peaks can illustrate the influence of river flow on the smolt migration under scenarios of future climate change.

All computations and statistical analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2018), using the package ‘boot’ for the bootstrap procedure (Canty & Ripley, 2017) and the package ‘vioplot’ for the graphical outcomes (Adler & Kelly, 2018).

### 4 RESULTS

#### 4.1 Annual patterns of monitored smolt migration

During the study period, the fish trap was monitored 385 times (24–40 surveys per migration season) and 15,695 migrating smolts were collected, with large inter-annual variation (97–4,496 fish per season). The spring migration generally occurred between early April and mid-May, but there was variability in seasonal patterns (Figure 2). The seasonal distributions of smolt catches were usually uni- or bi-modal, but the migration events were sometimes evenly distributed throughout the season (e.g. 2017). Nevertheless, migration runs were commonly observed within the seasonal survey period (Figure 2), suggesting synchronicity in downstream movements in response to environmental or social cues. Several migration pulses coincided with sharp increases in river flow (e.g. 2009, 2015, and 2016). Interestingly, the peaks in river discharge recorded before the spring equinox did not trigger migration events. Conversely, the flow peaks experienced by fish in late March were associated with early smolt migration in 2015 and 2016.

#### 4.2 Phenology of smolt spring migration

The most parsimonious phenological model selected from AIC values was also the one that provides the highest adjustment value (DATA
S1 APPENDIX A), with a pseudo-$R^2$ of 0.956 (95% confidence interval: 0.945–0.966). This model included the photo-thermal units accumulated above 7°C (PTU$_{7°C}$), the peak discharge ($Q_{\text{peak}}$) experienced after the spring equinox, and the interaction of the two factors. The effects of all of the environmental variables were statistically significant – none of the 95% confidence intervals overlapped zero (Table 1). The cumulative proportion of migrating smolts progressively increased with the photo-thermal units, and the river discharge peaks induced discrete pulses of downstream migration. The negative interaction term between these two variables suggests that the influence of discharge peaks tended to decrease throughout the season. Overall, the seasonal patterns of smolt migration were accurately forecasted even for the 2018 season that was not used to adjust the model (Figure 3). For this independent period, the predictive performances remained high, with a pseudo-$R^2$ of 0.960 (95% confidence interval: 0.948–0.968).

The phenological indicators derived from the model predictions were close to the actual observations (Figure 4). Indeed, the average errors for predicting the onset and the end of migration were 3.8 days (95% confidence interval: 0.9–6.6 days) and 3.7 days (95% confidence interval: 1.6–5.7 days), respectively. The prediction error for the

### Table 1

Estimated coefficients of the logistic phenological model of smolt migration in the Ourthe River, Wallonia, Belgium. The 95% confidence intervals generated from 1,000 bootstrap replicates are provided. Model coefficients are assumed significant when the confidence intervals do not overlap zero. PTU$_{7°C}$ is the photo-thermal units above the 7°C temperature threshold and $Q_{\text{peak}}$ is the discharge peaks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-3.96419</td>
<td>-4.17684</td>
<td>-3.7707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTU$_{7°C}$</td>
<td>0.00245</td>
<td>0.00231</td>
<td>0.00261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{peak}}$</td>
<td>2.88322</td>
<td>2.60857</td>
<td>3.14343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTU$<em>{7°C}$ : $Q</em>{\text{peak}}$</td>
<td>-0.00083</td>
<td>-0.00106</td>
<td>-0.00061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 2** Seasonal patterns of smolt migration observed at the Méry hydropower site (50°33'04.9"N 5°35'07.3"E) between March 2007 and June 2018. The grey bars represent the proportion of migrating smolts collected in the fish trap after adjusting the catch rate by the river discharge (see Methods). The daily variation in water temperature (°C, red dotted lines), river discharge (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$, blue dotted lines), and day length (hours, green dotted lines) are provided for each sampling year. Note that the y-scale is not indicated for the photoperiod, but the day length ranges from 10.9 to 16.4 h between 1 March and 15 June.
The duration of migration was 5.2 days (95% confidence interval: 1.3–9.2 days), even so, three seasons slightly deviate from the trapping observations (i.e. 2009, 2012, and 2014). The timing of spring migration, as estimated by the predictive model, varied greatly among years in the Ourthe River (Figure 4). The beginning of the spring migration varied from 30 March to 21 April, whereas the end of migration occurred between 25 April and 15 May. Likewise, the duration of migration ranged from 15 to 38 days, depending on the year. The extended migration periods generally occurred when a discharge peak was experienced in the early season (e.g. 2015 or 2016) or when the river temperature remained low (e.g. 2017). Conversely, short migration periods generally occurred when the water temperature increased in phase with the photoperiod (e.g. 2007 or 2011) or when a pulse in river flow occurred during a migration run (e.g. 2009).

### 4.3 Projection of warming scenarios

The phenological model was used to evaluate the impact of warming water temperature on the phenological indicators of spring smolt migration.
With a temperature increase of 1–4 °C, and without river flow, the onset of migration advanced 6–51 days. This shift in migration timing is associated with a change in the end of migration ranging from 6 to 34 days. An increase in water temperature <2 °C weakly affected the duration of migration, while the migration period was extended when temperature changes were >3 °C. River hydrological conditions are also expected to influence the timing of migration. Indeed, when a peak in river discharge occurs on 1 April, the smolt migration is triggered earlier at low temperatures (i.e. current, +1 °C, and +2 °C scenarios), and generally results in longer migration periods. Conversely, the discharge peak tended to reduce the migration duration for higher temperature scenarios (Figure 5), highlighting the cumulative influence of temperature and river hydrology on the phenology of smolt migration.

**5 | DISCUSSION**

**5.1 | Environmental cues and the phenology of smolt migration**

During the study period, the total number of smolts collected in the trap was highly variable between years, suggesting an important effect of restocking actions. Indeed, the number of Atlantic salmon juveniles released in upstream regions of the river strongly differed between years. By contrast, the annual differences in river conditions (e.g. temperature, food availability or competition) can also affect the survival between year classes and induce inter-annual variations in the number of migrating fish. Accordingly, investigating the annual proportions of migrating smolts appears more relevant than considering the absolute number of fish. In the Ourthe River, the duration of spring migration can vary from 15 to 38 days, depending on the external cues that the smolts experience. Photos-period, water temperature, and flow rates have all been recognized as key environmental cues for regulating the onset and end of smolt migration (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2009; McCormick et al., 1998; Otero et al., 2014; Thorstad et al., 2012; Whalen et al., 1999). Whereas these previous studies directly explored the relationship between phenological indicators and environmental conditions (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014; Jonsson & Ruud-Hansen, 1985), the seasonal cumulative distributions of migrating smolts were modelled using a logistic function in the present study. This phenological model accurately forecasts the general trends of smolt spring migration in the Ourthe River ($R^2 = 0.945–0.966$), with comparable predictive performances to those obtained for forecasting migration probabilities in Chinook salmon (Sykes, Johnson, & Shrimpton, 2009). Although the smolts caught in the Ourthe River were hatchery fish released at the pre-smolt stage, they remained highly sensitive to the environmental cues triggering fish migration. This corresponds with previous reports of hatchery-reared smolts (Karppinen, Jounela, Huusko, & Erkinaro, 2014). However, the lack of wild populations means that it is difficult to investigate whether the behavioural responses and migration timing highlighted in the present study are unique to hatchery-reared fish. Interestingly, even though the released smolts were from different origins, the model still fits the data well. This suggests that the origin of restocked fish had a small influence compared with the local environmental conditions. Nevertheless, further investigations are required to determine the relative importance of
phenotypic plasticity and local stock adaptation in the migratory responses of smolts (Otero et al., 2014).

Overall, the phenological model of smolt spring migration in the Ourthe River explicitly accounted for the combined effects of temperature, photoperiod, and river discharge. These external cues greatly influenced the phenological indicators, so that the migration season can be advanced, delayed, shortened, or prolonged, depending on the conditions experienced by fish. Several studies have indicated that the thermal time metrics (e.g. accumulated daily temperature) are better predictors of smolt migration than daily records of water temperature (Jonsson & Ruud-Hansen, 1985; Sykes et al., 2009; Zydlewski et al., 2005). For example, Zydlewski et al. (2005) proposed that the initiation and termination of the downstream movement can be predicted from the cumulative mean daily temperature experienced by the fish since 1 January. This approach provides encouraging outcomes, but several authors reported inconstancies due to the noise induced when winter temperatures are included when the smolting process is not yet initiated (Haraldstad et al., 2017; Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014). As proposed in the phenological model, the strict application of the thermal time or degree-day concept can help to solve this problem. The degree-day concept requires the definition of a temperature threshold above which temperature is relevant for inducing physiological, developmental, or behavioural processes (Bonhomme, 2000). Here, a range of thresholds (5–9°C) was tested to identify the best fit for the observed data. The results suggest that the daily thermal time for smolt migration in the Ourthe River basin can be estimated accurately using a 7°C temperature threshold (PTU$_{7°C}$). This value also corresponds to the temperature below which migration events are extremely rare in the study river. This threshold-based, thermal time approach complies with other studies suggesting that the timing of smolt migration is regulated by the combination of actual river temperature and fish heat accumulation (Haraldstad et al., 2017; Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014; Stich, Kinnison, et al., 2015). Interestingly, several studies reported that a large proportion of smolt migration occurs when the river temperature exceeded 8°C (Haraldstad et al., 2017; Whalen et al., 1999), which is very close to the threshold defined in the present study. Estimating the thermal units above a temperature threshold appears to be more relevant than using simple cumulative daily records. This approach helps to remove the noise induced by winter temperature variability by focusing on the thermal time that influences the initiation of migration.

The results revealed that the photo-thermal units were better predictors than degree-days for forecasting the smolt spring migration in the Ourthe River. The proposed photo-thermal metric is a relevant variable to predict the combined effects of temperature and photoperiod while avoiding multicollinearity in phenological models (Sykes et al., 2009). The influence of photoperiod is not surprising, as this factor is commonly reported as the primary driver of the parr-smolt transformation before migration (Stefansson et al., 1991; Zydlewski et al., 2014) and as a regulator of smolt swimming activity (Martin et al., 2012). Experimental studies have also demonstrated that exposure to short photoperiod, followed by an increase in day length, is required to stimulate the physiological processes of smoltification (Ebbesson et al., 2007; Stefansson et al., 2007; Strand et al., 2018). Although geographical variation in photoperiod can explain large-scale fluctuations in smolt phenology, local inter-annual variations are most likely controlled by temperature and river flow (Otero et al., 2014). Nevertheless, Zydlewski et al. (2014) showed that photoperiod and temperature can act in combination to regulate the downstream movement of Atlantic salmon smolts under experimentally controlled conditions. The results support this finding based on field monitoring surveys: the photo-thermal units were decisive predictors in the phenological model. The photo-thermal units reflect a synergistic relationship between day length and thermal time, suggesting that the smolt migration occurs earlier when the temperature increases quickly and in phase with the photoperiod cycle. Conversely, the smolt migration may be delayed by low temperatures, even if favourable photoperiodic cues are encountered. Interactions among external cues are important processes for regulating the physiological and behavioural responses of organisms (Helm et al., 2017), as they are expected to promote reliability to meet advantageous environmental windows for life-history transitions (McNamara et al., 2011).

The results also suggest an effect of the hydrological conditions on smolt spring migration. Similar observations have been reported in field studies, where a sharp increase in river flow can stimulate smolt migration activity (Aldvén et al., 2015; Antonsson & Gudjonsson, 2002; Hvidsten et al., 1995; Jonsson & Jonsson, 2011; Karpinnen et al., 2014; Persson, Kagervall, Leonardsson, Royan, & Alanärä, 2019). In the West River basin, Whalen et al. (1999) found variability in the influence of river discharge peaks throughout the migration season; responsivity was highest during the mid-season until the physiological status of smolts declined. This result is supported by the negative interaction between the photo-thermal time and discharge peak in the phenomenological model, which reflects a decreasing influence of hydrology over the course of the migration season. The lower effect of discharge peak in the late season may also be explained by the fact that a large proportion of smolts have already migrated. Conversely, the discharge peaks in the early season can induce large pulses of smolt migration (Otero et al., 2014), even though the photo-thermal conditions are not yet optimal. Such early downstream movement events contribute to extended migration periods, as observed in 2015 and 2016. Whereas photoperiod and temperature are related to smoltification, river hydrology appears more involved in triggering migration runs and may help to synchronize smolt movements. Thus, the discharge peaks are not indispensable for initiating fish migration, but they can promote massive downstream movements during increased river flow. Moving in a group can provide protection against predation (Berdahl, Westley, & Quinn, 2017) and migration during high flow is energetically beneficial (Persson et al., 2019), as also proposed for silver eels Anguilla anguilla (Barry et al., 2016). Nevertheless, smolt activity was not affected by discharge peaks before the spring equinox, suggesting that the sensitivity to hydrological change occurred only after the photoperiod cue had been received. However, the starting date and flow rate (twice the discharge of the 5 previous days) were defined subjectively, based on data exploration. Therefore, further investigations are required to
refine these estimations and to improve the understanding of joint effects of river discharge and photoperiod on smolt downstream movements. Future studies may benefit from using telemetry surveys to overcome the limits associated with fish trap monitoring, such as the relationship between catch rate and river flow and the inability to check the trap during high flow peaks.

5.2 | Management issues

Forecasting migration periods is a crucial concern for the implementation of conservation measures during key periods of fish life-history (Trancart, Acou, De Oliveira, & Feunteun, 2013). Indeed, forecasts of migratory activity represent decisive management information to identify sensitive periods when downstream passage solutions need to be fully operational. Various management alternatives have been developed to promote river connectivity and smolt survival (Larinier, 2001; Tétard et al., 2019; Tomanova et al., 2018), but the active solutions require accurate predictions of migration timing to limit the technical constraints and economic costs (Stich, Kinnison, et al., 2015). This is particularly relevant for hydropower turbine shutdown or flow management policies, which serve to reduce smolt mortality by modulating the attractiveness and harmfulness of turbines (Fjeldstad, Alfredsen, & Boissy, 2014; Thorstad et al., 2012). To achieve the conservation objectives, the turbines can be stopped during migration peaks or the bypass discharge can be increased to guide the smolts toward safe ways (Fjeldstad et al., 2012). Thus, from a management perspective, the timing of migration should be accurately forecasted (from calendar dates or environmental records) so that the conservation measures are conducted only when the migration events are expected to occur (Smith, Fackler, Eyer, Villegas Ortiz, & Welsh, 2017). Minimizing the impact on hydropower generation is essential to the long-term acceptance and sustainability of conservation policies (Teichert, Trancart, Feunteun, Acou, & Oliveira, 2020).

The phenological model proposed in the present study does this: it provides a flexible management tool for determining when conservation measures should begin and end to meet a conservation objective, defined by a proportion of migrating smolts. For the Ourthe River basin, the phenological indicators were calculated to determine the time interval that encompassed 80% of the spring migrants. In agreement with the high model predictive power, 77.5% of the smolts would have been affected by the conservation actions if the dates of migration onset and end had been used. Local managers can apply this by using real-time temperature and flow discharge measurements to calculate daily estimates of cumulative smolt migration, and then decide when management actions are required (e.g. hydropower turbine shutdown, discharge management).

Migration forecasts also provide crucial information to determine when the fishway functionalities should be restored and revised (Lagarde, Teichert, Boussarie, Grondin, & Valade, 2015). Although bypasses have been built on many dams (hydropower or not), these devices should be carefully maintained (removal of clogging, structure reparation, flow management) to ensure their effectiveness. The phenological model was adjusted for the Meuse River basin, but the analytical approach and model structure can be extended to other river systems because the method involves simple environmental parameters that are routinely monitored across river networks. This may involve a simple, location-based adjustment of the temperature threshold ($T_{thr}$), as water temperature generally fluctuates with altitude and between river basins. Thus, the temperature threshold associated with the first smolt movements is expected to be site-dependent (Martin et al., 2012). If this is true (confirmation will come from future complementary studies), the model could apply to locations lacking long-term smolt migration data. Moreover, the absence of calendar information in the prediction process is also advantageous for transferring the method to other areas, while yielding reliable outcomes in a context of global change. Nevertheless, the model proposed in this study is designed to predict the phenological fluctuations in smolt spring migration. Autumn downstream movements of juvenile salmon were not considered as previous bypass monitoring in the Ourthe (1 year) and Amblève rivers (2 years; a tributary of the Ourthe) yielded no evidence of autumn smolt migration (Ovidio et al., unpublished data). Although most fish migrations occur in the spring and early summer (Otero et al., 2014), individuals migrating outside of the peak season should also be considered when assessing river productivity (Birnie-Gauvin & Aarestrup, 2019). For example, downstream movements of juvenile Atlantic salmon have been reported in Norway (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014), England (Pinder, Riley, Ibbotson, & Beaumont, 2007; Riley et al., 2008), Finland (Taal et al., 2014), and Canada (Cunjak, 1992). However, the proportion of autumn migrants varies between river basins (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014), so more in-depth sampling is required to determine whether autumn migrations may sometimes occur in the Meuse River basin. Future studies should also determine if the model structure and triggering factors can be extended into the autumn period.

5.3 | Influence of climatic scenarios

Previous field studies and the present results suggest that water warming can affect the timing of smolt migration (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014; Otero et al., 2014). Thus, a mismatch between smolt migration and conservation actions can occur if mitigation measures are based on calendar dates fixed each year. With these operational rules, the migration window should be regularly re-evaluated to account for potential temporal shifts in smolt migration. Similarly, management policies based on a fixed number of days per year may provide irregular outcomes owing to the strong inter-annual variability in the duration of migration. On the contrary, the phenological model proposed here intrinsically overcomes this by moderating the migration period according to the thermal time experienced by the fish. Therefore, fish thermal history provides an interesting approach to estimate phenological changes under future climate regimes, as evidenced by a study of spawning time in Atlantic cod (Neuheimer & Mackenzie, 2014). For a temperature increase of between 1 and 4°C, the results indicate that the migration may start 6–51 days earlier.
than observed for average present conditions. This estimate is consistent with the trends reported in the Imsa River, where the smolt migration has advanced 2 weeks since the 1970s (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2014). Similarly, Otero et al. (2014) demonstrated that the smolt seaward migration has occurred 2.5 days earlier per decade throughout the North Atlantic basin. The phenological model also predicts that the duration of migration can be extended when the river temperature rises more than 2°C because the temporal shift is expected to be lower for the end than for the onset of migration. For the +4°C scenario, the migration duration could reach 40 days, which suggests that the mitigation measures should be twice as long to target an efficiently large proportion of the migrating smolts.

River flow also plays an important role in smolt migrations, so projections under future climate conditions should incorporate the combined effects of temperature and hydrology. The duration of migration is generally extended when discharge peaks occur early in the season because downstream movements are triggered before the beginning of the photo-thermal-induced migrations. Conversely, the duration of migration is reduced when the discharge peaks occur during the migration season because high flow synchronizes fish movements and a large proportion of smolts migrate together over a short period. The loss of seasonal flow peaks that result from the alteration of natural hydrological regimes and river flow management (Zeiringer, Seliger, Greimel, & Schmutz, 2018) may act in combination with warming temperatures to reduce the connection between external cues and favourable environmental conditions for smolt survival (Otero et al., 2014). Thus, measures aimed at restoring natural flow regimes (e.g., reduced abstractions, release from reservoirs) and spring flushes are critically important to improve the synchronicity of smolt migration. The timing of migration also plays a decisive role in smolt survival in the marine environment (Hvidsten et al., 1998; McCormick et al., 1998), as delayed or early entry into the ocean may result in physiological stress and sub-optimal growth conditions (Thorstad et al., 2012).

To conclude, this study proposed a simple and operational model to forecast the spring migration phenology of Atlantic salmon smolt in the Meuse River basin, based on the environmental conditions experienced by fish. While the smoltification and the timing of migration are influenced by endogenous factors (e.g., body or physiological conditions; Handeland, Imsland, Björnsson, & Stefansson, 2013), the implementation of these individual effects is difficult to apply in an operational model. Findings of this study highlight a combined influence of photoperiod, river temperature, and hydrological conditions, which were used to predict the cumulative distributions of migrating smolts. The results indicate that the photo-thermal units accumulated by smolts above a 7°C temperature threshold was a relevant proxy to reflect the synergistic effect between temperature and photoperiod. The phenological model can be used to identify the key period during which mitigation measures should be implemented to promote smolt survival. This operational tool is notably relevant to Special Areas of Conservation involving migratory fish, where management strategies should be applied to ensure the ecological needs of the species are met whereas the restoration of river conditions benefits all freshwater fish species, the re-establishment of ecological continuity throughout the river continuum is essential for ensuring recovery of diadromous species. For the Atlantic salmon, the success of management efforts in conservation areas is thus conditioned by the migration success between the river sites and the marine environment. Indeed, the mortality of early life stages during the downstream migration cannot be compensated for by increasing growth and survival of adults (Thorstad et al., 2017). In large rivers, such as the Meuse, numerous obstacles are reported along the smolt migration route, and coordinated international actions are required to limit the cumulative impacts of dams. The phenological model can be used to find the best balance between hydroelectric production and smolt migration activity from the tributaries to the sea. Several solutions can be applied depending on the local configuration of sites, such as operating turbine shutdowns or increasing the proportion of smolts using bypasses. Given the nocturnal migration of smolts, the turbine shutdowns can preferentially be operated during the night, but should be extended during the day in the late migration season when the nocturnal behaviour is generally buffered (Tétard et al., 2019). By contrast, the attractiveness of bypasses and thus the proportion of smolts using safe-ways can be enhanced by increasing the discharge into the bypass (Fjeldstad et al., 2012) or by using artificial lighting strategies (Tétard et al., 2019). The duration of mitigation periods can also be modulated depending on the annual proportion of smolts targeted in conservation objectives. For example, in the Ourthe River the survival of 80% of the migrating smolts can be improved by conducting management measures during the sensitive window, ranging from 15 to 38 days. Since calendar information is not required, the phenological model can be used to forecast migration patterns in scenarios of climate change, where both river flow and water temperature regimes are expected to vary. Such conservation measures are expected to promote the survival of smolts during their downstream migration and, a few years later, increase the number of adult salmon reaching the spawning grounds in the tributaries of the River Meuse.
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